Brought to you by the Beautiful Minds Coalition, a mental health
advocacy group at Covenant Presbyterian Church dedicated to breaking
stigma through education and compassion.

Introduction


Thanks for being here!



Using video clips from the Mental Health Channel’s series “Stories of the
Mind,” this class will foster conversation about the important role that our
faith community can play in the lives of those living with various mental
illnesses and their families/friends.



September 6th – “Family Portraits” led by Kathy Simmons & Laura Glueck



September 13th – “Beating Anxiety” led by Laura Glueck



September 20th – “A Place to Belong” led by Louise Ward



September 27th – “Inside Schizophrenia” led by Michael McMains



October 4th – “Succeeding with Bipolar Disorder” led by Michael McMains



October 11th – “Ways to Wellness” led by Shelly Bosse

Opening Prayer & Bible Verse


Prayer: Holy God, thank you for being the Good Father and for showing us
through your son Jesus, how to treat each other like family, especially when it
seems hard. Thank you for helping us to focus and guide our attention to what
is Your will for us. Thank you for this opportunity to learn more about our
brothers and sisters who might feel that each day is a trial. Help us to be
patient with those who frustrate us without meaning to, and help us to better
understand their perspective. We strive toward Christ’s unconditional love. In
Jesus’ name. Amen.



What ADHD (and other mental disorders) feels like:
Romans 7:15-25 (ESV)
For I do not understand my own actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do
the very thing I hate. […] So now it is no longer I who do it, but sin that dwells
within me. For I know that nothing good dwells in me, that is, in my flesh. For
I have the desire to do what is right, but not the ability to carry it out. For I
do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I keep on doing.

“Family Portraits – ADHD”


Families are the first responders and
primary mental health care providers



The first diagnosis of ADHD symptoms
was in 1902



ADHD currently affects 11% of school
children with symptoms continuing
into adulthood in more than 75% of
those cases

The primary symptoms
of ADHD in children:


Self-focused behavior



Interrupting



Trouble waiting their turn



Emotional
turmoil/outbursts/extreme anger
and frustration



Mistakes due to difficulty following
instructions that require planning



Inattention/daydreaming



Trouble getting organized, keeping
track of tasks, activities,
belongings



Fidgeting



Problems playing quietly/problems
socializing



Unfinished tasks



Lack of focus



Forgetfulness



Impulsivity- acting without thinking
(have trouble learning from their
experiences)



Symptoms are displayed in multiple
settings (home and school)
(healthline.com)

Two Stories of ADHD Impacting Families


https://www.pbs.org/video/stories
-mind-family-portraits/



If you’re a fan of Glenn Close,
watch the first 10 minutes of this
video.



We are focusing on the second half
of the video which deals with
families managing ADHD.

Reflection Questions
VIDEO 1: Joey and Milo VIDEO 2: Josiah


What kinds of behavior did you see in the children in these videos? (would this
be challenging?)



What kind of parenting techniques did you see that helped the children?
Harmed them?



What was one commonality in the parents that could have contributed to the
children’s having ADHD? What were the parent’s feelings about that?



What was the overriding family attitude in both videos? How does that help
the child?



In what ways were these children like non-ADHD children?

ADHD Causes & Treatment


We must keep in mind that people with ADHD have a condition which they
cannot control on their own. ADHD is caused by the neurotransmitters in the
brain (brain chemicals) being less active in the parts of the brain that control
attention.



It is not yet known what causes the imbalance, but it is thought that genes
may play a role, as ADHD often runs in families. There may also be a link to
prenatal exposure to cigarettes or alcohol.



ADHD may be managed to certain degrees by healthy diet (no food coloring or
sugar), regular exercise and being active, regular eating and sleeping habits,
structure, limited electronic screen time, and/or prescription medication
(stimulants). (WebMD.com)



Individuals with ADHD can be very successful in life. But without identification
and proper treatment, the condition may have serious consequences. Early
detection and treatment are very important. (chadd.org)

Question: what do you
think is the role of the
church family in the
lives of persons with
ADHD?

God recognizes that…


…some tasks are hard; it is good to be faithful with our tasks.




…it is hard to stay focused, yet there are rewards for doing so.




Galatians 5:23

…there are consequences for being impulsive (hasty).




Proverbs 12:11

…it is difficult to exhibit self-control.




Proverbs 6:6-8; Colossians 3:23

Proverbs 21:5

…there is value in listening before speaking.


James 1:19 (gotquestions.org)

A Poem about ADHD
Take my hand and come with me,
I want to teach you about ADHD.
I need you to know, I want to explain
I have a very different brain.
Sights, sounds, and thoughts collide.
What do I do first? I can’t decide.
Please understand I’m not to blame,
I just can’t process things the same.
I try to behave; I want to be good,
But I sometimes forget to do as I should.

Walk with me and wear my shoes
You’ll see its not the way I’d choose.
I do know what I’m supposed to do,
But my brain is slow in getting the message
through.
I rarely think before I talk,
I often run when I should walk.
It’s hard to get my school work done,
My thoughts are outside having fun.
I never know just where to start,
I think with my feelings and see with my heart.

Take my hand and stand by me,
I can’t help letting my feelings show.

I want you to know there is more to me.
I’m not defined by it, you see.

Sometimes I’m angry, jealous or sad.

I’m sensitive, kind and lots of fun.

I feel overwhelmed, frustrated, and mad.

I’m blamed for things I haven’t done.

I can’t concentrate and I lose all my stuff.

I’m the loyalist friend you’ll ever know,

I try really hard but it’s never enough.

I just need a chance to let it show.

I worry a lot about getting things wrong,

Just forget about the ADHD.

Everything I do takes twice as long.

I have real feelings just like you.

Everyday is exhausting for me…

The love in my heart is just as true.

Looking through the fog of ADHD.

I may have a brain that can never rest,

I’m often so misunderstood,

But please understand I’m trying my best.

I would change in a heartbeat if I could.

I want you to know, I need you to see,

Take my hand and listen to me,

I’m more than the label, I am still me!!!

I want to share a secret about ADHD.

—Author Unknown

Final Words


ADHD is a very treatable mental
condition, but vulnerable children
do not have the developmental
maturity to understand their
behaviors.



So, it is up to the adults in their
lives to be informed, be proactive,
be collaborative, be determined,



be supportive, understanding and
accepting of these children who
face gigantic challenges every day.

October is ADHD
Awareness Month!

Resources


www.okaytosay.org



https://www.strong.org



https://mhanational.org



https://wwwchangedirection



https://childmind.org



https://www.additudemag.com



www.gotquestions.org



https://CHADD.org



www.adhdawarenessmonth.org

